Occasionally, there is a necessity in high-accurate prediction of celestial body trajectory. The most common way to do that is to solve Kepler's equation analytically or to use Runge-Kutta or Adams integrators to solve equation of motion numerically. For low-orbit satellites, there is a critical need in accounting geopotential and another forces which influence motion. As the result, the right side of equation of motion becomes much bigger, and classical integrators will not be quite effective. On the other hand, there is a multistep-out-of-grid (MOG) method which combines Runge-Kutta and Adams methods. The MOG method is based on using m on-grid values of the solution and n × m off-grid derivative estimations. Such method could provide stable integrators of maximum possible order, O (h m+mn+n−1 ).
INTRODUCTION
Today there are a lot of packages (GMAT 1 etc.) to solve celestial mechanics tasks. Vital part of them is an integrator and most commonly used -based on Runge-Kutta (RK) or Adams algorithms.
1 https://gmat.gsfc.nasa.gov/ Runge-Kutta algorithms ( Fig. 1) propagate a solution over an interval between Oshaped points on Fig. 1 by combining the information from several Euler-style steps (each involving one evaluation of the right-hand side of differential equation (force) on the positions, marked with X on Fig. 1) , and then using the information obtained to match a Taylor series expansion for the polynomials up to the highest possible degree. In other words, this method uses linear combination of force values in different points and adds it to already gained solution to predict one on the next step. Adams algorithms (Fig. 2) , frequently entitled as predictor-corrector multistep methods, store the solution along the way in O-marked positions, and use right-hand sides to extrapolate the solution one step advanced. Then they correct the extrapolation using derivative information at the new point (Press at al., 1992) . The approach is the best for very smooth functions and because the orbit of a satellite is quite smooth (the main part of such orbit is an ellipse) -this method is widely used to solve ballistics and celestial mechanics tasks. As one can see, Adams method, analogically to RK, takes linear combination of force values. Nevertheless, Adams algorithm has some shortcomings: it cannot start by itself and one should manipulate with the step and order to achieve the precision specified. Strictly speaking, those shortcomings are not very critical. There is quite famous VASOMI (VAriable Step and Order Method of Integration) procedure (Taradiy and Tsesis, 1984) where those are solved. Much worse is breaking the Dahlquist theorem by high order Adams algorithms (Dahlquist, 1956) . It makes high-order Adams algorithms unstable.
It is obvious that if task requires high accuracy -high order integrators should be used. Because of their nature, the forces would be estimated frequently along all the integration. It is absolutely crucial for low-orbit satellites, for which force is given by the equation:
where μ -Earth standard gravitational parameter; a p -equatorial radius of the Earth; P k n -associated Legendre polynomials; C nk and S nk -coefficients given by EGM2008; F other -other perturbation forces; r, λ and ϕ -coordinates of a satellite in the spherical system.
Frequent evaluation of forces requires a lot of resources and time. The integrator with as little as possible right hand side estimations giving the best precision is definitely the best one.
MULTISTEP-OUT-OF-GRID METHOD

Description
In general, Multistep-out-of-grid (MOG) method could be presented as a combination (hybrid) of the RK and Adams methods for numerical integrating of ordinary differential equation. The MOG algorithm behaves as the RK one when estimating off-grid values and like Adams predictor-corrector when estimating on-grid values. The method was introduced and analyzed in (Beaudet, 1972) . There are no articles on the MOG algorithm known to the authors.
Numerical solution of the system of ordinary differential equation of the first order:
with the MOG algorithm is based on using m on-grid values of the solution, which were gained on the previous steps (equivalent to Adams method) and n off-grid derivative values estimated on previous steps, for each on-grid element (just like in the Runge-Kutta method -between two solutions we have points with derivative values). Together this method is using m on-grid values of the solution and nm off-grid derivative values. (Fig. 3) . As one can see, here is used linear combination of force values and linear combination of already gained solutions from different points.
Combining them we could write down the following formula for calculating on-grid scalar value which is called refiner:
where α i and β l,j -are the weighting coefficients and h · γ l -is the distance from corresponding on-grid element to l-s off-grid one on the same step along time axis. Value of n + m + nm is a number of unknowns in (2). The value n + m + nm − 1 specifies the method order, which is the maximum degree of polinomial for which the refiner produces no errors. Analyzing geometry of the integrator we already could say that the MOG has advantage over classical methods because for the same order of error the MOG uses fewer previously estimated values than Adams method and has fewer number of calculations than the Runge-Kutta algorithm.
To find solution on the l off-grid element there is special formula:
where b l,j -the coefficients to be determined. Like in Adams algorithm, every Y N +γ l should be predicted first and then corrected. The used formula are the same, but for predictor, the value of b l ,j is equal to zero. k -summation parameter, selected to have amount of different b * equal to the method order.
In general, for every γ the predictor is used once then as much of correctors as necessary to achieve the desired precision. That is why the MOG may be represented as Predict-Estimate-Correct-Estimate algorithm with z number of Correct-Estimate step (P E(CE) z ). In most cases PECE is absolutely sufficient.
Coefficients of the MOG formulae
To derive system of equations for α, β, γ the refiner formula (2) is expanded in a Taylor series about any convenient point. Typically point N is selected. The result is:
Then, replace F 
Same logic used for b l,j coefficients and equation (3) gives system of linear equations for i = 1, n + m + nm − 1:
This system could be solved using Gauss method.
The equation (4) could be solved using Newton method. It was shown that variation of initial conditions for γ lead to different stable solutions for each topology (m, n) and as the result to different solutions for b (γ). As an example, graphical representation of obtained solutions for topology (2, 3) is shown on (Fig. 4) .
As one can see γ-s could be greater than one. In this case, the predictor extrapolates, corrector interpolates, but refiner become interpolator (not extrapolator as it follows from 2) and it definitely is more accurate than extrapolator. Still, such assumption has to be investigated. 
RESULTS
To check the MOG it is better to start with solving Kepler's problem¨ r = − μ r 3 r for different satellites. Such equation has exact solution thus it will be easier to check accuracy of the integrator. As one can see the MOG can provide a nice accuracy. However, to find the reason why different coefficient sets give different errors further studies are needed.
Property which also has to be investigated is how accuracy depends on time step. Simulations with the same initial conditions were made for topologies (2, 2), (2, 3), (4, 2). Results are shown in Figure 5 . 
